Mangalis Hotel Group Assigns Martinez Otero Contract Group
as the Turn- Key Partner in West Africa

Barcelona- the African born hospitality
Group, Mangalis Hotel Group, and Martinez
Otero Contract Group, the highly specialized
group in international contracts and bespoke
solutions, have announced today the
commencement of their partnership in Noom
Hotel Guinea Conakry.

Under this framework, the Spanish manufacturer, Martinez Otero Contract will fabricate the
tailor -made designed furniture for the first upscale Noom Hotel in Guinea Conakry.
During the signing ceremony which took place at Mangalis premises in Barcelona, attended
by several Spanish and international media, Olivier Jacquin, CEO of Mangalis Hotel Group
said: “by having Martinez Otero as our turn- key solution partner we are certain that we will
have indisputable best materials coupled with the high quality execution of design
standards.” Jacquin elaborated: “The process of reaching today´s agreement has been
rigorous and long. Many international companies have participated in this tender, and
Martinez Otero gave the best offer whether of quality, timing, implementation, vast
international experience and innovation. At Mangalis, we are determined to always deploy
high end standards in everything. This is our commitment to all our stakeholders and
especially our guests, to guarantee them a memorable stays at our hotels, introducing to the
world the new era of the Africa hospitality. I am confident that our partnership with Martinez
Otero Contract will make us deliver our promise not only in Noom Hotel Guinea Conakry, yet
across all our upcoming upscale, midscale, economy segmens of our hotels”
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Alejandro Valladares, CEO of Martinez Otero Contract commented: “For us at Martinez
Otero Contract, it is indeed a great privilege, and at the same time a challenge Martinez
Otero Contract to be selected by Mangalis Hotel Group to undertake the manufacturing and
installation of the furniture and woodwork of their first hotel in Conakry, as well as be part
of their approved suppliers to participate in this ambitious project of hotel development in
the African continent. We are committed to provide our highest standards and the utmost
seriousness, rigor and quality in this collaboration with Mangalis. We value their trust in us
and we greatly appreciate the kindness, professionalism and friendliness of Mangalis. We
hope that this partnership will grow for many years to come”.
Mangalis is set to inaugurate Noom Hotel Guinea Conakry with its unique and iconic façade
during the 4th quarter of this year. The hotel has 187 rooms and suites, an infinity pool, pool
bar, a gastronomic AfroFusion cuisine, among many other amenities which ensures today´s
business or leisure travelers can enjoy their stay at Noom Hotel.
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